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ABSTRACT:
Urban viaducts are important infrastructures for the transportation system of a city. In this paper, an original method is proposed to
automatically extract urban viaducts and reconstruct topology of the viaduct network just with airborne LiDAR point cloud data. It
will greatly simplify the effort-taking procedure of viaducts extraction and reconstruction. In our method, the point cloud first is
filtered to divide all the points into ground points and none-ground points. Region growth algorithm is adopted to find the viaduct
points from the none-ground points by the features generated from its general prescriptive designation rules. Then, the viaduct points
are projected into 2D images to extract the centerline of every viaduct and generate cubic functions to represent passages of viaducts
by least square fitting, with which the topology of the viaduct network can be rebuilt by combining the height information. Finally, a
topological graph of the viaducts network is produced. The full-automatic method can potentially benefit the application of urban
navigation and city model reconstruction.
1. INSTRUCTIONS
1.1 Background
Urban viaducts are usually transportation junctions of a city and
play a key role in the whole transportation system. We have
developed an original method that can automatically extract
urban viaducts and reconstruct topology of the network just
with airborne LiDAR point cloud data. To the best of our
knowledge, there are few studies in this field. Our method
provides a complete solution to recognize and extract urban
viaducts full-automatically. It can be of great help in city model
reconstruction, city road network extraction, navigation and so
on.
In fact, viaducts are roads. A few researches have been
conducted to extract road from LiDAR point cloud data and
have achieved quite an accomplishment in recent years (Mena,
2013).
Combining the multi-spectral remote sensing images and point
cloud data to extract road network is a popular study field (Akel
and et al., 2005. Hu and Tao, 2007. Rottensteiner and Clode,
2008. Samadzadegan and et al. 2009. Hu and et al., 2004. Shao
and et al. 2011, ). The remote sensing images contains
distinguishable multi-spectral information, in the meanwhile,
point cloud data has advantages of containing information of
geometry and height, which can hardly be effected by occlusion
and luminance variation. It turns out to be effective to take the
advantages from different data sources. To detect road just by
the point cloud data, which relies on a single kind of sensors
and can avoid the complexity of merging different data sources,
is also proved acceptable and has achieved significant
improvement(Choi and et al., 2008. Hu and et al., 2014. Clode

and et al., 2004. Boyko and Funkhouser, 2011). However, the
main subject of the studies for road extraction focuses on the
roads lying on the ground and let alone the complex viaducts
network. The problem of automatically extracting the complex
viaducts network remains unsolved.
Building a model of viaducts needs not only a vivid appearance,
but also detailed topology information for many applications.
Point clouds of mobile laser scanning can generate viaducts
model semi-automatically (Yang and et al., 2013). It builds the
model with details, but it is time-consuming and has difficulties
in covering large area quickly.
There are lots of algorithms developed to reconstruct the
complex viaducts or overpass by combining road maps in 2D
and 3D airborne point cloud (Harvey and McKeown, 2008.
Chen and Lo, 2009. Wu and et al. 2014. González-Jorge and et
al., 2013. Schpok, 2011.). It avoids the troubles to reconstruct
topology. As the 2D road maps are manually acquired or
generated from other data resources, these methods are also
labour-consuming work and have its limitation in many
applications.
With the increasing amounts of vehicles and the urge to avoid
traffic jam, more and more viaducts are constructed. Our
algorithm aims at extracting the complex viaducts network and
reconstructing its topology quickly and full-automatically from
the airborne LiDAR point cloud of an area.
1.2 An Introduction to Our Algorithm
Our study contains two main parts: urban viaducts recognition
and topology reconstruction.
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The objective of urban viaducts recognition is to find the
viaducts points in the point cloud. It takes 3 steps to distinguish
whether a point belongs to a viaduct or not.
1) Filter the point cloud to divide all the points into ground
points and none-ground points (Axelsson, 2000). The viaducts
points will be in the none-ground points.
2) Find the points that locate in the boundaries between ground
points and none-ground points and treat them as the seed points.
3) Viaducts are artificial structures that are built according to
some specific general prescriptive designation rules. A series of
features are concluded from these rules as a region growth
strategy. Conduct a region growing algorithm (Garcia and et al.
2009) from the seed points according to the region growth
strategy, and then all the points that belong to the viaducts can
be detected.

Figure 1. Overview of the Zhuodaoquan Viaduct

As most of the viaducts are complex networks where a passage
may has multiple forks and viaducts can be overlapped by each
other. By finding the viaduct points is not enough to tell how
many viaducts are there and whether they are connected or not.
Our algorithm tries to reconstruct the topology of the complex
viaducts networks and give answers to the questions. Below is
how we rebuild the topology of the complex viaducts networks.
1) The viaduct points are projected into 2D images.
2) To remove the noise in the images, flood fill algorithm (Ho
and Marshall, 1990) and morphology operations are adopted.
3) The centrelines of the viaducts are extracted and every
passage of a viaduct is represented by a corresponding cubic
function by least square fitting.
4) With the best fitted functions, combining the height
information, we can rebuild topology relationship of the viaduct
network.
2. URBAN VIADUCTS RECOGNITION

Figure 2. Point cloud of Zhuodaoquan Viaduct

2.2 Viaducts Extraction Algorithm
Viaducts are artificial structures that are built according to the
specific general prescriptive designation rules. A series of
features are concluded from these rules as a region growth
strategy.

2.1 Study Region

1) It’s obvious that all the viaducts are above the ground and
connected to the ground.

We take Zhuodaoquan viaduct in Wuhan China as our test
subject. Zhuodaoquan viaduct is one of busiest transportation
junction in Wuhan and plays a key role in relieving the traffic
pressure of this city.

2) The curves of viaducts are generally smooth and continuous,
some of which are merged, intercepted or overlapped.
3) Surfaces of the viaducts are smooth.

As shown in Figure 1 and 2, there are roads, multiple layers of
passes, overlapped viaducts, trees, tall and low buildings, park,
lake and so on within this region. The point cloud data contains
4.3 million points with the density of 15 points/m2. What we
will do next is extracting the viaducts points from the whole
point cloud.

4) The slop of overpasses/bridges <=9%, according to ‘code for
design of urban road engineering’ from China.
5) The width of a passage is 3.75 m according to ‘General code
for design of high way bridges and culverts’ from China.
With a strategy composed of the above features, an iterative
region growth algorithm from the seed points to the noneground is conducted. The detail flow chart of the algorithm is
shown in Figure 3.
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The region growth strategy is composed of the features derived
from the specific designation rules as shown in Table 1.

LiDAR Point Cloud Data

Filtering by Progressive TIN Densification

Criterion

Threshold

Is the point a none-ground point?

*

Is the height difference between the

Theight  0.03m

Ground Points

Is the Point in the Boundary
between Ground Points and Noneground Points

point and seed point

Yes
Seed Points

Is the slop difference between the

None-ground Points

point and seed point

points
Stop

No

Find None-ground Points around a Seed Point
and Delete the Seed Point

 Tslop ?

Is the slop of the surface fitted by the

Yes

Is the seed Points
empty?

 Theight ?

 TSslop ?

Is the intensity of the point
No

Do none-ground Points conform
to Viaducts Features ?

and

 Ti _ max ?

 Ti _ min

Tslop  3%

TSslop  9%
Ti _ min  0 ,
Ti _ max  60

Table 1. Margin settings for A4 size paper
The Theight may be different with different point densities. If a
point conform all of the features, as said in Figure 3, we take
this points as a new seed points and label is as a viaduct point.
The result is shown in Figure 5.

Yes
Label it as a Viaduct Point

Figure 3. Algorithm Flow Chart of Extracting Viaducts Points
2.2.1 Filtering: The point cloud is filtered by progressive
TIN densification (Axelsson, 2000) to divide all the points into
ground points and none-ground points as in Figure 4. Purple
points are ground points and yellow points are none-ground
points. The viaducts points are in the none-ground points.

Figure 5. Viaducts Extraction Result by Seed Growing

Figure 4. Filtered Point Cloud.

The purple passage and green passage in Figure 5 should be
connected. Because of occlusion, they break. What we will do
next is bridging the gap caused by overlap and reconstructing
their topology.
3. TOPOLOGY RECONSTRUCTION

2.2.2 Seed Points Selection and Region Growth: The
problems of a region growth algorithm focus on two aspects,
1how to select the seed points and what’s the region growth
strategy.
Selecting the original seed points is simply taking the points
lying in the boundary between ground points and none-ground
points.

We can extract the viaduct points from the point cloud now. But
how many viaducts are there? Which two viaducts are
connected? How many forks do the viaducts have? Which
viaduct is higher? Only with correct topological structure
information can we answer these questions. In this chapter, our
method of reconstructing topology is introduced in detail.
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It’s a challenging task to rebuild a topology because of the
difficulties in representing and operating a 3D curve. So the
viaduct points are reversibly projected into 2D binary images
like in Figure 6. The viaducts topology is analysed in 2D
images and obtain 2D connectivity. And then the viaducts are
projected back to 3D space in order to use the height
information for generating 3D connectivity. Topological graphs
of the viaducts network are finally produced.

Secondly, because of the annoying noises, the results of ZhangSuen algorithm don't show in good appearances, expressing
every passage of a viaduct with a beautiful polynomials function,
where cubic function is enough according to our experiments,
will lead to a good visual perception (see Figure 8).

Figure 8. Cubic Function Expressions of the passages

Figure 6. Viaducts in 2D Images
A whole process of reconstructing topology is shown in Figure
7.

Figure 9. All the Potential Intersection Points
3.3 Topology Reconstruction

Figure 7. Reconstruction Flow
3.1 Remove the Noise

By solving the equations, intersection points can be calculated.
Inversely project the intersection points into 3D space and get
the height information of every intersection points, whether two
passages are intersected in 3D space or not is obvious according
to the height difference. As in Figure 10, topology relationship
of the viaducts are reconstructed.

Because of all kinds object on the viaducts, such as cars, trees,
lighting facility and so on, it leads to two kinds noise in the
images when projecting the 3D points to binary images. The
holes caused by the objects on the viaducts and gaps caused by
occlusion.
Firstly, flood fill algorithm (Ho and Marshall, 1990) is adopted
to fill all the holes in the images. Secondly, morphology
operations are conducted to bridge the gaps in the images. The
two de-noise steps results in inputs in good condition for the
further extraction of the centrelines.
3.2 Centrelines Extraction and Least Square Fitting
Extract the centrelines of all the viaducts by Zhang-Suen
algorithm(Zhang and Suen, 1984) and fit every passage with a
cubic function by least square fitting, There are several reasons
why to represent every passage of a viaduct with a
corresponding cubic function. First of all, it is appropriate for
math analysis. All the interception points can be found by
solving two curve equations which is simple and reliable.

Figure 10. Topology Reconstruction Result
4. CONCLUDSION
In this paper, we have introduced a method that can
automatically extract urban viaducts and reconstruct topology of
the viaduct network with airborne LiDAR point cloud data. A
topological graph of the viaducts network is finally produced. It
is useful in urban navigation and city model reconstruction.
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The future work will focus on improving the algorithm and
constructing 3D digital viaducts models full-automatically.
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